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welcome
It is our belief that we have an indelible link with the past and a responsibility to the future. In representing the fourth generation
of master jewelers and craftsmen, and even as the keepers of a second generation family business, we believe that the responsibility to
continually evolve and develop lies with us. We endeavor to always stay ahead of the latest jewelry and watch trends and innovations.
We stay true to our high standards and objectives set forth by those that came before us by delivering a jewelry experience like no
other; through the utmost attention to service, knowledge and value.
Every great story begins with a spark of inspiration. We are reminded day after day of our spark of inspiration: you, our esteemed
customer. Your stories help drive our passion to pursue the finest quality pieces. It is a privilege that we are trusted to provide the
perfect gift; one that stands the test of time and is passed along through generations. We find great joy in assisting the eager couple
searching for the perfect engagement ring, as they embark on a lifetime of love, helping to select a quality timepiece, or sourcing a rare
jewel to mark and celebrate a milestone. We are dedicated to creating an experience that nurtures relationships and allows those who
visit our store to enter as customers, but leave as members of our family.
Couture jewelers make up only one half of one percent of all jewelers in the country. We are proud to be recognized as one of those
jewelers. As a couture jeweler, we are invited to work with an exceptionally talented group of internationally renowned designers and
luxury brands. We strive to provide our customers with the world’s most unique styles and designs, made with the highest level of
craftsmanship and paired with knowledgeable employees who consistently deliver the best service possible. The result is jewelry that
is not only fashionable and chic, but also destined to become the classics and heirlooms of tomorrow.
Beyond our dedication to our customers and our heritage is our commitment to being a steward to our community. We are proud
to be charitable partners with many local and national non-profit agencies and service organizations. We thank you for your help in
making these contributions possible and for including us in the
causes that are near to your heart.
We hope you find your spark of inspiration
within the pages of this latest issue of Mazzarese Fine Jewelers Magazine. We look
forward to providing you with the same
personal attention in the upcoming
year as you’ve come to expect from
Mazzarese Jewelry decade after decade. Thank you for making our family a part of your life. We wish you and
your family a joyous and memorable holiday and a new year full of health, happiness
and prosperity.
With our sincerest gratitude,
Diamond bracelet in 18K
white gold by MAZZARESE
$87,500.

The Mazzarese Family

Previous Spread:
Happy Sport lady’s automatic watch with
diamonds $36,300.
Opposite Page:
Vibrant Collection Rings in 18K gold. (L to
R) Blue sapphires in white gold $18,000
Rubies in rose gold $18,000 Diamonds
in white gold $59,500 Emeralds in yellow
gold $17,250 Yellow diamonds in yellow
and white gold $43,500.
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Opposite Page:
Hand fabricated 18K yellow
gold and patina silver with
diamonds. Earrings $5,755.
Necklace and pendant
$5,525. Cuff $7,920.
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RAW, NATURAL

Patina silver and 18K
yellow gold pendant
with faceted gray
diamond surrounded by
brilliant diamonds on
link necklace $7,700.

Todd Reed’s latest collections are anything but traditional

ewelry designer Todd Reed is celebrated for his
use of unique metals and gems, combining them in
jewelry collections that are creative in a nontraditional
way. This year, the designer surprises us once again
with new designs that combine sterling silver, palladium,
white gold, black diamonds, and colored diamonds. The look of blackened
metals is highly sought-after today because of its unique, anything but traditional look.
Todd Reed’s interest in jewelry began when, during a family vacation in Bisbee, Arizona,
he observed a silversmith working at his bench. It forever changed the way he viewed
design. “I watched in awe as this man turned sheet metal into body adornment in what
seemed to be a very short time,” he says.
Todd is a true Renaissance man, with a creative soul. He has designed furniture, clothing,
and leatherwork. He has worked as a sculptor and painter, and he graduated with honors
from culinary school. At one point, he became good friends with a diamond collector
who took him under his wing and showed him the beauty and mystery of the world’s
hardest gem. During that time, Todd’s fascination with the artistry and beauty of rough
gemstones — originally sparked during geology class in high school — was rekindled. “I loved

J

Patina silver and 18K yellow
gold earrings with raw diamond
cubes, faceted gray diamonds
surrounded by brilliant
diamonds $10,890.

Stackable rings with diamonds in
18K rose gold, yellow gold and
palladium starting at $2,915.

18K yellow gold cuff bracelet with
diamonds $28,820 Patina silver cuff
bracelet with diamonds $6,710.
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Earrings with
diamond swirls in
rose gold and patina
silver $5,160.

Earrings in patina silver,
set with white brilliantcut diamonds. $2,420.

Palladium and
patina silver
earrings with gray
diamonds $4,180.
(L to R) Autumn tone diamonds in patina silver and 18K
rose gold $5,170 Patina silver and palladium bar pendant
with diamonds $3,740 Patina silver and 18K yellow gold
with fancy yellow diamond surrounded by diamonds $9,175.

(L to R) Mixed diamond cuff in
patina silver $10,780 Diamond
cuff in patina silver $2,090.

the idea that society was fascinated with cut diamonds,
for example, while the raw ones were what I considered
perfect in every way,” says the designer. “Then I came to
love everything about the diamond, mainly its incredible
potential to communicate and connect with people —
either as uncut gems, with their unique surfaces and
textures or as fully cut diamonds in either colorless,
black, or multi-colored form.”
In the early 1990s, Todd began to experiment with
metal finishes and colors to create unique settings to
complement the unique gems he used. Today, his
award-winning designs have helped create a new genre
in fine jewelry, in which many other designers have
since worked. None, however, can duplicate the unique
style of Todd Reed, whose designs are evidence of his
true passion for nontraditional beauty.

(L to R) Faceted oval raw diamond
surrounded by brilliant diamonds
in palladium $4,400 Faceted
fancy pear diamond surrounded
by brilliant diamonds in palladium
$7,040 Palladium eternity ring with
diamonds $4,070.

18K rose gold drop
pendant with black
diamonds $9,840.

(L to R) Faceted fancy oval diamond
with brilliant diamonds in palladium
$10,340 Palladium eternity ring with
diamonds $8,140 18K rose gold
eternity ring with black diamonds
$5,830 Faceted fancy gray pear
diamond surrounded by brilliant
diamonds in 18K rose gold $9,460.

fashion trends

back in
18K white gold pendant
with diamonds $3,460
with black diamonds by
Mazzarese $3,030.

BLACK
Earrings with briolette black
diamonds and brilliant
diamonds in 18K white gold
by IVANKA TRUMP $7,600.

Batu ring with black
chalcedony and diamonds
in sterling silver $995
Bamboo ring with black
sapphires in sterling silver
$595 by JOHN HARDY.

Ring with black diamonds
in 18K white gold by
MAZZARESE $15,600.

Metropolis cuff bracelet
with black diamonds in
18K white gold by IVANKA
TRUMP $9,500.

18K white gold black and
white diamond bangles by
MAZZARESE starting at $1,985.
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Necklace in 18K white gold
with faceted gray diamonds
and brilliant and rose-cut
diamonds by SUTRA $6,250.

Ring in 18K white gold
with faceted black
diamonds and brilliant
and rose-cut diamonds
by SUTRA $9,750.

Ring in 18K white gold with
faceted gray diamonds and
brilliant and rose-cut diamonds
by SUTRA $5,375.

Black and white remains a staple color combination because of its stark
contrast and visual impact. The pairing of white and black diamonds
creates a stunning impression, as the shining sparkle and darkness play
off each other.

Palladium and
patina silver
diamond wave
cuff by TODD
REED $7,370.

18K white gold
ring with pavé
black diamonds
by MAZZARESE
$6,865.

Earrings in
18K white gold
with faceted
black diamonds
and brilliant
and rose-cut
diamonds by
SUTRA $17,820.

designer spotlight
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Etho

C Y N T H I A

First-place winner of the prestigious Couture
Design Award in the category of Colored
Gemstone Jewelry, this bracelet is a blend of
vivid blue sapphires, blue topaz, and white
diamonds set in 18k rose gold.

MARIA

what is it about the light...
In Greece, the vibrant sunlight of the summer months is warm
and radiant in the morning, and turns romantic with a soft yellow
glow at dusk. Colors look brighter, and diamonds and jewels appear to
sparkle even more. It is no wonder, then, that Athens-based Etho Maria’s
brand message is, “So what is it about the light…”
This slogan brings to mind not only Etho Maria’s sparkling
diamond and gem-set jewelry but also the brand’s fascination with the sun and
the beauty and optimism it brings.
Created in 2008, Etho Maria is known for its luxurious modern
pieces that are handcrafted in the company’s ateliers around the globe.
This international influence is seen in the brand’s designs, which are
inspired by a diverse range of cultures and art — from ancient Greek
pottery to Byzantine icons to Chinese handicrafts and more.
Transformed into fine jewelry in the most original of ways, these
pieces are clearly identifiable and very comfortable to wear.
Each unique design reveals the harmony between
elements and stones, which are all carefully handselected for their beauty and value. Marrying
impeccable craftsmanship with superior design,
Etho Maria fine jewelry translates into exquisite
works of wearable art that make a bold and lasting
statement. Etho Maria creates jewelry for those

18K white gold
pavé diamond twist
bracelet $17,750.
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(L to R) 18K white gold pavé diamond twist
ring $5,550 18K white gold pavé diamond ring
with one rose-cut pear diamond $7,375.

Earrings in
18K rose gold
with faceted
blue topaz
$3,625.

18K white gold blue
sapphire earrings $6,500.

18K white and rose gold diamond
bracelets starting at $20,750.

the brand’s passion for innovative, dynamic designs, some

Innovative Tapestry line. The brand’s award-winning

of which feature rose-cut and antique-cut sapphires and

colorful creations include, among others, the first place

other gems, offering a seductive combination of vintage

prize in this year’s prestigious Couture Design Awards in

styling and modern sensibility.

the Colored Gemstone Jewelry category.

With offices in Athens, Milan, and Miami, Etho Maria

Uncompromised by passing fashion trends, Etho Maria

specializes in light-reflecting jewels that feature chocolate,

is dedicated to pursuing value alongside beauty, and

black, white, and champagne diamond pavé, plus a rainbow

longevity alongside constant innovation, giving each piece

of other color combinations. Its Essential River line offers

a charm all its own, a timeless value to be treasured forever.

deep purple gems with rose gold and champagne diamonds,

Etho Maria jewelry does indeed answer the question, so

while moss green stones combine with yellow gold in the

what is it about the light…
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Trends

vein of tourmaline in Brazil? These will affect stone availability on
the market. All these factors collide in a masterful mayhem of kismet
on the ground that’s fertile for making refreshing new pieces. This
year’s trends offer a vibrant array of color, dramatic silhouettes, and
spectacular one-offs. Rare stones like Paraiba star in limited-edition
collections for devotees of unique pieces, while collar necklaces cover
exposed décolletages, and red, purple, and pink stones populate many
a new karat-gold style. It’s a great time to be a collector; here are
several jewelry trends you won’t want to miss.

O

One of a Kind
Jewelry designers are working hard to woo
sophisticated buyers with one-of-a-kinds. Many
creations that debuted at major jewelry fairs like
Vicenza, Baselworld, and Couture this year were oneoffs featuring rare gems. Luxury shoppers are in the
market for collector-quality pieces that peers won’t
have and that could someday land on auction blocks
(think investment stones). Designers are happy to
oblige — as long as supplies last.

(Standing) 18K white gold square
tanzanite and diamond ring by
MAZZARESE $18,450. 18K white gold
cushion tanzanite and diamond ring by
MAZZARESE $17,465.

18K rose gold smoky
quartz and brown
diamond necklace by
MAZZARESE $5,880.
18K rose gold smoky quartz
and brown diamond earrings by
MAZZARESE $8,380.

]
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The Bejeweled Forecast:

Each year, the red carpet, runway, and gemstone industries work
in unison to provide designers with fresh colors and silhouettes that
are ripe for translation into beautiful new jewelry designs. Here’s how
the trio of influences works. Television viewers at home covet the
styles worn on starlets and ask their favorite store for similar pieces.
Jewelry designers observe the necklines and sleeve lengths of recent
runway collections in order to create accessories that will complement
the couture. And then there’s real life — what does Mother Nature
have to offer? Did a new ruby source open up in Greenland or a

14
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Hello, Yellow!
From modern fashion pieces to wedding jewels to sentimental
heirlooms, yellow gold is inspiring many a beautiful look. Yellow
gold speaks to the fashion world’s recent obsession with the 1970s, as
styles appear in fringe and layering forms, and it is ideal for contrasting
rich hues of gemstones, colorless diamonds, or other colors of gold in
designs. Plus, yellow gold is a timeless material that’s respected and
recognized the world over as valuable, beautiful, coveted, and even
stockpiled in rough economic times. And when
transformed from pennyweight to prized
possession, yellow gold is a subtle flash of
wealth that you wear.

(L to R) Heritage Naga
limited edition cuff with ruby
eye $26,000 Legends Macan
limited edition cuff with blue
tourmaline and diamonds
$34,000 in 18K yellow gold
by JOHN HARDY.

R

Rouge Nation
The Pantone Color Institute’s
color Marsala has paved the
way for jewelry designers to use
correlated hues for beautiful
pops of on-trend color. Think
pink, purple, and red — all
lovely tones that can be found
in amethysts, rubies, sapphires,
tourmalines, and more. From
rosé-colored angel skin coral to
juicy raspberry-like tourmalines
to delicious eggplant-hued
amethyst, there’s a range of
rouge-related gemstones set into
spectacular styles that won’t
disappoint.

18K white
gold ruby
and diamond
necklace by
MAZZARESE
$2,515.

18K white gold diamond
and ruby earrings by
MAZZARESE $2,560.

18K rose gold earrings with pink
sapphires and amethyst by ETHO
MARIA $3,600.

18K white gold ruby and
diamond bracelet by
MAZZARESE $11,250.

16
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Pendant in 18K
rose gold with rose
amethyst over
mother of pearl
with diamonds
by MAZZARESE
$1,945.

G

Get Stacking
Pile on the bangles and rings, because stacking pieces aren’t going away!
Stackables are ideal gifts and collectibles that build a big impact over time
and are easy to mix and pair with different makes because of their linear
edges. Made in all manner of metals and gemstones, stacking pieces are
available in thick or thin profiles, as cuffs or bangles, and as bands or tiny
cocktail rings whose gemstone centers are to be worn in tiers set askew for
a voluminous and playful effect.

Palladium stacking rings
with black and brilliant
diamonds by TODD REED
starting at $2,860.

Stacking rings in 18K rose gold,
yellow gold or palladium by TODD
REED starting at $2,915.
Bangles in 18K white, rose or
yellow gold with diamonds by
MAZZARESE $2,665 each.

Eternity rings in 18k
rose gold, yellow gold
or palladium with raw
and brilliant diamonds
by TODD REED starting
at $2,860.

Black onyx and quartz bead bracelets
with diamond and gemstone additions by
MAZZARESE starting at $200.

White and black diamond eternity bands
by MAZZARESE starting at $1,800.
M A Z Z A R E S E
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Snake coil
bracelet in 18K
rose gold with
black diamonds
by MAZZARESE
$12,000.

18K white gold cuff with diamonds
by A. LINK $16,500.

A

A Great Divide
Never has negative space been so beloved. Instead of adding center stones
or solid motifs, designers are leaving out quite a bit in the middle of recently
unveiled styles. Enter a wide divide in cuffs, all in the name of a more modern
aesthetic. Plus, the looks are easy to slip on and off (no pinching!). And since
nobody seems to be missing the material eliminated, it would appear that a
design void has been filled by designers embracing wide, open spaces in styles.

(L to R) Cuff in patina silver
with black spinel $2,750
SOHO cuff with diamonds
in sterling silver $1,050 by
JUDE FRANCIS.

(Clockwise from L) 18K yellow and white gold pavé diamond bangle
$3,990. 18K rose and white gold pavé diamond bangle $4,750.
18K rose and white gold bangle with diamond accents $7,250 all by
MAZZARESE.

18
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J . A .

Y O U N G

City of Lights

PARIS

The city of lights and love is incomparable. The rivers Seine and Loire, the art, the cafes, the exuberant history, the fashion runways
and museums — Paris is all of these plus architecture, cuisine, and attitude! The following offerings relate to Paris past
and present and cover a myriad of topics, including people, events, landmarks, and much more!

A Celtic tribe, the Gaul Parisii, settled on the islands of present-day Paris in
about 300 BC.
The Romans, under the command of Julius Caesar, renamed their city
Lutetia when they defeated the Gauls of the area.
St. Genevieve became the patron saint of the city for repelling the
Huns in 451. The Latin Quarter of the city contains the Pantheon
built in her honor.
The Capetian Dynasty began in 987 when Hugues Capet was
crowned king of France. His father was Hugh the Great, a
Parisian count and Frankish duke.
The building of the renowned cathedral Notre Dame began in 1163.
Its name signifies the Virgin Mary. Interestingly, the cathedral
witnessed the crowning of Napoleon as emperor in 1804.
The Louvre was initially built as a fortress in 1204 against Vikings.
It was later occupied as a royal palace. It has been a public
museum since 1793. Last year it greeted 8.3 million visitors.
Louis IX was born in 1214. He famously fought in the
Crusades but died from a plague in Tunis.
The Sorbonne University was founded in 1253 by Robert de
Sorbonne. It was one of the most important learning centers
of the medieval world.
Clovis I established his capital at Paris. He founded the
Merovingian Dynasty.
France’s first national theatre was founded in 1680
and called Comedie-Francaise.
Anges-Jacques Gabriel designed the Place de la Concorde in 1755.
A Parisian mob stormed the Bastille on July 14, 1789. The
French celebrate this day as Fête Nationale. The French
Revolution took place from 1789 to 1815.

The Revolution’s terror came to a conclusion when Robespierre
was put to the guillotine in 1794. Although born in Arras,
he was actually of Irish descent. Legend claims that he
was the only person guillotined facing upward.
Parisian mimes still entertain on city streets. Marcel Marceau is
considered the world’s most famous mime.
The Ile de la Cité on the River Seine is famously home to
Notre Dame, the Saint Chapelle, Palais de Justice,
the Place Dauphine, and the Square du Vert Galant.
The Eiffel Tower sits on the Champs de Mars. It is 1,063
feet high including its antenna. At the time of its completion
in 1887, it was the tallest structure in the world.
Les Halles was once the premier and centrally
located marketplace in Paris.
Perhaps the best known street in Paris is the Champs Elysees.
It contains many theatres, cafes, and world-class shops. The Arc de
Triomphe sits on the western end of the Champs Elysees.
The hill of Montmartre is situated on the Right Bank of the city
and was once a famous artist district containing studios by the likes
of Dali and Picasso. The Moulin Rouge sits near the Montmarte.
The Hotel Ritz Paris contains the Coco Chanel Suite that
was once the residence of the influential designer.
Le Marais is a popular cultural district in Paris — it is also the
neighborhood where Doors’ singer Jim Morrison died in 1971.
The famous Catacombs of Paris lie beneath Montparnasse.
The Hotel de Crillon is one of the oldest hotels operating
in Paris today. The luxury hotel once received
Emperor Hirohito of Japan for a stay.

M A Z Z A R E S E
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natural flair

John Hardy’s new collections reflect the team’s exotic
surroundings and a dedication to craftsmanship
The John Hardy Jewelry collection is
renowned for its authenticity. While many
designers are inspired by the sights and
surroundings they take in while on vacation,
John Hardy’s team of designers lives the dream.
They are inspired on a daily basis by the natural
surroundings of the southeast Asian landscape
they call home. Founded in Bali, headquartered
in Hong Kong, and with offices in New York,
Bali and Bangkok, John Hardy is one of the
most exotic jewelry companies in the world.
The designs are inspired by a combination of
Asian, North African, and Western influences
The new 2015 collections were inspired by
a trip to the magical city of Luang Prabang, in
northern Laos, north of Thailand. Here, the
natural surroundings and native culture inspired
head designer Guy Bedarida and his team of
designers. Everything from the majestic Mekong
River to the royal residences and traditional
Laotian architecture influenced elements of the
new collections.
“At John Hardy, we are dedicated to
handcrafted luxury and creating objects of
meaningful beauty, so each season, I take
inspiration from my natural surroundings as well
as native artisan cultures,” says Guy. “Similar
to Bali, where the John Hardy workshop and
design center is located, Luang Prabang is
world-renowned for both its gorgeous natural
surroundings and its artisanal traditions, which
have been preserved carefully over the years.” The
new collections are dedicated to the preservation

40th Anniversary
Limited Edition
Classic Chain
bracelets available
with diamonds or
gemstones in silver
or 18K yellow gold
starting at $1,250.

and reinterpretation of these traditions.

20
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© 2015 John Hardy Limited

40th Anniversary
Limited Edition Lava
Mini bracelets with
various gemstones
$340 each.

The Classic Chain collection is delicately hand-woven to
represent the silky flow of the waters of the Mekong River.
The collection is punctuated by feather motifs, some accented
with precious shades of blue sapphires. They were inspired by
the native eagles, which symbolize freedom.
The Naga collection has been reimagined with ornate
scales embellished with diamonds and precious stones. The
Men’s collection has been enhanced by the beauty of bronze
craftsmanship, a hue that was influenced by the lavish gold
temples and saffron-hued robes worn by the area’s monks.
Hardy’s iconic motifs include bamboo, long a symbol of
Asian culture, and the Naga, a mythical sea creature of the
Mekong River.

The brand is committed
to sustainable practices in
every aspect of its creative
process. John Hardy uses
recycled silver,sources
alluvial gold, and tracks
the origins of its
gemstones.

Classic Chain bracelet with buffalo
horn, sterling silver and 18K yellow
gold $795.
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Leawood, KS
4850 W. 135th Street Leawood, KS
mazzarese.com 913.491.4111 | www.mazzarese.com
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The heart of Hearts
On Fire is not only
its special cut, but a
talented design team,
led by Ilaria Lanzoni.

Hearts On Fire has become one of the most famous diamond brands in
the world, sold by a network of exclusive retailers across North America,
the Caribbean, Australia, Asia, and the United Kingdom. While no two
diamonds are alike internally, it is possible to precisely control the way a
diamond is cut, and therein lies the magic of Hearts On Fire diamonds.
They are faceted according to strict mathematical proportions designed
to bring out the greatest brilliance, or light return, and a magical sparkle.
Hearts On Fire’s design director, Ilaria Lanzoni, is a native of Italy
who, before joining the Hearts On Fire team two years ago, was the
senior designer for Garrard, the prestigious jeweler in London, England.
Prior to Garrard, Lanzoni designed for Asprey, also in London, where she
helped launch several collections. We caught up with Ilaria recently and
asked her to tell us about her new designs for Hearts On Fire.
Tell us about your latest collections for Hearts on Fire. What is the
source of inspiration?

As you know, I am originally from Italy, and I have lived in London
and now in the U.S., and I travel often all over the world, so I honestly
get inspiration from my own life and travels. My latest collection, Aerial,
was no different and captures the beautiful elements of nature that I
have experienced around the world — snowflakes, butterflies, raindrops,
the sun, and more. These are shapes that are fashionable, yet timeless…
bold, yet delicate. Hence it’s name, Aerial, meaning originating from the
atmosphere.
One of the key factors of this collection was, for the first time, creating the illusion of other diamond shapes, such as marquise and pear,
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18K white gold
Fulfillment
necklace $4,980.

that were essential to crafting the shapes of my Aerial designs. This was
a true challenge — as Hearts On Fire only offers round and Dream®
(square) shaped diamonds, due to its unique, high quality diamond cut.
However, I have now discovered a unique way to combine only round diamonds and portray the illusion of other shapes, with all of the brilliance
and renowned sparkle of a perfectly cut Hearts On Fire diamond.
How do the latest collections express the culture of the company
and the product?

One of the challenges of working with diamonds is to find ways to
blend their classic appeal with modern trends and create jewelry that is
both timeless and fashionable. Diamond jewelry is known for being very
traditional in its design, but women really do want to be able to wear
styles that are chic and on trend, and not all brands can provide that.
Luckily for me, this is exactly what Hearts On Fire stands for as a
company. Everything we do is about innovation and breaking barriers in
the diamond jewelry industry, and my design work is a reflection of that.
My goal was to expand Hearts On Fire’s fashion and bridal offerings,
and also to provide more variety in designs and reach more women on a
fashion-forward level.
Some of the new collections work with diamonds in multiples or clusters. Why is that important? What is the effect?

The uniqueness of the Aerial collection is its ability to combine only
round Hearts On Fire diamonds and portray the illusions of other diamond shapes, but still maintain the sparkle that women are looking
for from Hearts On Fire. This is true of any of our designs that contain

18K white gold
Fulfillment diamond
earrings $4,990.

clusters of diamonds — both fashion jewelry and engagement rings. By working with
groups of smaller diamonds, we are able to achieve a bigger look and even more brilliance, and it provides more versatility in the design.
18K white gold
Lorelei diamond
necklace $4,975.

What makes a Hearts on Fire diamond so special?

The Hearts On Fire diamond has been a dream to work with. I remember when I
first came over to visit the brand and saw the diamond, I honestly just said, “Wow!” It
was unlike any diamond that I had ever seen…it just had so much beautiful sparkle. I
quickly learned that this was not a one-time thing, and that every Hearts On Fire diamond, no matter how big or small, has that same beautiful sparkle — all because of its
exclusive diamond cut. Many diamonds are cut for carat weight or shape and lose the
angles that help create its brilliance; however, Hearts On Fire diamonds are perfectly
cut to ensure perfect symmetry and increased surface area to capture light and create
maximum brilliance. As a true diamond brand, we actually cut and craft our own diamonds in our cutting facilities, using unique, modern technology, therefore ensuring
this perfection every single time.

18K white gold
Lorelei diamond
earrings $9,900.

What inspires you, in general, as a designer?

It sounds cliché, but I honestly find my inspiration everywhere. I try to travel as much as possible, and I always say you have to walk around with
your head up (as so many people do not!) because you never know what you are going to see around you. For example, when I first moved to Boston,
I was enthralled by the history of the city and its beautiful architecture, and my first Hearts On Fire collection, Copley, was a direct reflection of that.
All of my collections have a real inspiration and a story behind them, which I think is incredibly important, because with design, everything comes
from your passion and experience, and I always want to portray that in my collections.

18K white gold
Martini diamond
earrings $22,500.

18K yellow gold
Lorelei ring with
round diamonds
$5,500.
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rocking the trend
(From outside)
32” Diamond
necklace in 18K
white gold by
MAZZARESE
$18,675. 34”
Diamond station
necklace in 18K
white gold by A.
LINK $17,000.
Diamond
dangles in 18K
white gold by
MAZZARESE
$8,100.

(From outside) 32”
Diamond necklace
in 18K white gold
$23,500. 36” Diamond
station necklace in 18K
white gold $11,950.
Rose-cut pear diamond
surrounded by brilliant
diamonds in 18K white
gold $3,700 all by
MAZZARESE.

(From outside) 40” Mixed diamond
necklace in 18K white gold by
MAZZARESE $27,500. Diamond
pendant with link chain in 18K white
gold by A. LINK $4,725.

NECKLACE
statement
Donna Karan Atelier dress and Amrapali jewelry shown
here on the lovely Sofia Vergara.
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If you don’t have a few yet,
then it is time you jumped on
the train they call the “statement necklace.” Also hot for
this season are bibs, chokers,
and long and short pendant
and station numbers.
This season, rules are made
to be broken. Although necklines are moving up, layering
is so in play, opening up a lot
of options for fun looks.
’70s-inspired fashions take off
with a slim-chained pendant
necklace. Baroque and floral
motifs connect the modern
you with the recent past.

(From Top) 18K yellow
gold diamond bangle
by A. LINK $10,500.
18K white gold diamond
crossover bracelet by A.
LINK $13,250.

(From Top) Patina silver diamond
cuff $6,710 18K yellow gold and
patina silver multi-colored raw
diamond cuff $30,030 18K yellow
gold and diamond cuff $28,820 all
by TODD REED.

Link bracelet
with black
sapphires
in silver by
MAZZARESE
$2,550.

Bangle in 18K white gold with
diamonds by MAZZARESE $16,500.

Pavé diamond
bangles in 18K
rose gold or
white gold by
MAZZARESE
$8,525 each.

BRACELET

the
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Hello, ’80s!
Madonna-style layering
and bangles are finding
their way into fine, as
well as fashion, jewelry,
and so are the bolder,
geometric looks of that
era. But layering is really
the cool factor for our
clients going forward.
We like the juxtasposition of layering opposing
colors and textures and
mixing it up this season,
like Gwyneth Paltrow
has done here.
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rocking the trend

Diamond drop pendant in
18K white gold $4,340
on 16” diamond station
necklace in 18K white gold
$2,670 all by MAZZARESE.
Dangle earrings with
rose-cut diamonds
surrounded by
brilliant diamonds in
18K white gold by
MAZZARESE $7,700.

Double drop
diamond earrings
in 18K white gold
by MAZZARESE
$8,750.

Riviera diamond necklaces in 18K white
gold can be worn individually, stacked
together or connected for opera-length by
A. LINK (Top) 16” $55,815 (Bottom) 18”
$62,785.

18K white gold rose-cut and brilliant
pavé diamond rings by ETHO MARIA (L)
$17,000 (R) $11,875.
For the How to Train Your Dragon 2′ premiere, Naomi
Watts paired her stunning custom Marchesa dress with
Bulgari’s diamond serpenti necklace with a large pear drop
suspended down her back.

DIAMONDS

are still a girl’s best friend
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While the princess cut
diamond reigns supreme,
the cushion cut diamond is
quick to follow along with
vintage cut and fancy colored
diamonds this year. The recent
fall runways highlighted the
key trends set to inspire fine
diamond jewelry collections.
Raid the family jewels or invest
in pear-cut diamonds, supersized stone drop earrings,
brooches, and dress rings to
channel the new antique trend.
Colored diamonds are now in
demand. Just ask pop star
Nicki Minaj and others who
have recently sported yellow,
blue, and pink diamond rings.

(L to R) 18K
white gold pavé
diamond dome ring
by MAZZARESE
$11,695. 18K white
gold seven row
diamond ring by
MAZZARESE $6,670.

Ring in 18K rose
gold and silver
with blue topaz
by ETHO MARIA
$3,225.

Rings in 18K rose gold
with pink sapphires
$3,900 with black
diamonds $4,200 by
ETHO MARIA.

(From Top) Ring in 18K rose gold with rose
amethyst over mother of pearl surround by
diamonds $1,970 Ring in 18K white gold
with white quartz over lapis and mother of
pearl with diamonds $2,430 by MAZZARESE.

(From Top) Eternity ring with raw faceted
diamonds $8,030. Oval fancy gray diamond
with brilliant diamonds $10,340. Square
fancy gray diamond with brilliant diamonds
$5,000. Eternity band with diamonds
$8,140 all in palladium by TODD REED.

Band in 18K white gold with Blaze-cut and
brilliant diamonds $9,990 with “Bookend”
diamond bands in 18K white gold $3,190
each. All by BEZ AMBAR.

RINGS
rule

Multiples. One of the biggest
accessory trends is wearing
multiple rings on a single hand,
often with double rings stuck
to one another. Multiple fingers
as well as hand bracelets are
simply divine. Or go with one big
statement ring for high impact.
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wedding planner

b y

R E B E C C A

PUT YOUR

BESTFORW
RING
ARD
The hottest trends
in engagement rings

Since the Middle Ages, the engagement ring has served to
show that a woman is betrothed. Since that time, women have

Engagement rings and eternity
bands featuring Blaze-cut diamonds
by BEZ AMBAR starting at $2,970.

been proudly displaying their engagement rings to family and
friends. Today, with Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, not
only are women sharing their rings with friends and family, but
with the world. Knowing the latest trends in engagement rings
will help you make sure the ring you pick will be one that you
will be excited to show off to anyone.
More than ever, women want an engagement ring that is
unique, something that demonstrates her own personal style.
Fortunately, it is now more possible than ever to have that
unique ring. Thanks to advances in ring design technology,
you and your groom can design every facet of the ring of your
dreams. You can choose the design, the center stone, the metal,
the shank, the crown, and the accent stones. Your retailer can
put it all together for you in a very short amount of time.
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Engagement rings by
MAZZARESE (L) $7,350 (R)
$5,850 (Price exclusive of
center stone).

V E R M A

wedding planner

Oval diamond surrounded by brilliant
diamonds $44,000. Pear diamond
surrounded by brilliant diamonds
$22,765 all in platinum by MAZZARESE.

Engagement
rings in 18K
white gold by
MAZZARESE.
(L) $3,450 (R)
$2,130 (Prices
exclusive of
center stone).

Purity Collection rings with
diamonds in platinum by
MEMOIRE. (Clockwise from
Top) Eternity Ring $9,400,
Engagement Ring $9,075,
Eternity Ring $17,825 (Price
exclusive of center stone).

Transcend Premier Custom
engagement ring with round
diamond in cushion halo
surrounded by diamonds in
platinum by HEARTS ON FIRE
$10,900.

Engagement rings in 18K white
gold by MICHAEL M. (L) $8,040
(C) $5,520 (R) $9,430 (Prices
exclusive of center stone).
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When it comes to weddings, there are many decisions to be

Once thought to be a passing fad, rose gold has gained in popularity

made about colors, from the shade of the flowers to the color of the

over the years. With its stunning color and romantic vibe, it is easy to

bridesmaids’ dresses. You will also have the challenge of picking the

see why many women love this color. Rose gold offers brides a range

right color of metal for the engagement ring. One of the hottest trends

of tones from a blush pink to a distinct rose or even red — so you can

over the past few years has been in metals and colors. Opting for a mixed

pick the color that best compliments your skin tone. It is a simple way

metal design offers endless possibilities in terms of mixing and matching

to take a classic engagement ring design and add just enough color to

different color bands and styles. You could even stack on multiple bands

give your ring that exceptional look. Best of all, rose gold looks great

in different colors, creating a statement that is as individual as you are.

with any skin tone.
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It is also possible to choose from several diamond shape
options. Baguettes are popular right now. This classic
Destiny Teardrop shape engagement ring
blends round diamonds to create the
illusion of a pear shaped diamond in this
engagement ring, by HEARTS ON FIRE
$10,000.

stone shape can be used to flank the center diamond in an
engagement ring or in several new ways to create distinctive
expressions. The baguette is fresh again and can easily give
your ring some pizazz.
The east-west stone setting, or setting a stone
horizontally, creates an unusual and attention-grabbing
look. A bonus of this setting is that it makes your stone
appear larger. It works best with cushion, oval, marquise,

Engagement rings in 18K
white gold by MAZZARESE.
(L) $7,125 (C) $5,645 (R)
$4,320 (Prices exclusive of
center stone).

and emerald shaped stones.
Adding a halo to an engagement ring came
into vogue briefly in the 1920s and has
recently become very popular again. It
creates the illusion of a larger center
stone, adding up to a big look without
spending beyond your means. Halos
are featuring different shapes than
the stones they surround. Double
(and triple) halos are getting more
popular, allowing for unusual
touches, such as using a row of
yellow or pink diamonds or even

Rings with diamonds in 18K
white gold by TACORI. (L)
$6,210 (C) $1,530 (R) $5,210
(Prices exclusive of center
stone).

blue sapphires.
While there are a lot of exciting
trends to consider and lots of stunning
looks to make your engagement ring
stand out, here’s one trend that won’t
change — the perfect ring for you is the one
that best symbolizes the personal journey you and
your groom are about to undertake.

(L to R) Cushion diamond
surrounded by diamonds
$30,415, Eternity ring with
cushion diamonds $27,500,
Eternity ring with emerald-cu
diamonds $32,500, Emerald-cut
diamond surrounded by diamonds
$26,400 all in platinum by
MAZZARESE.
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For the first time, Chopard puts an
in-house movement in its Mille Miglia
annual collector’s edition
Chopard is a family owned and operated business,
which gives it an independence that allows it to be more
innovative in terms of design and more efficient and
responsive in terms of policy and decisions. The company
began life in 1860 as one of Switzerland’s original watch
manufacturers. It was started by Louis-Ulysse Chopard
(hence the title of the collection that contains its
manufacture movements — L.U.C) in the Swiss Jura
town of Sonvilier. In 1963, Paul-André Chopard, the
grandson of the founder, sold Chopard to Karl Scheufele

Mille Miglia GTS
Limited Edition in
stainless steel with
leather racing strap
$6,980.
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“ Karl-Friedrich Scheufele and his sister, co-president Caroline Scheufele, took
the brand back to its fundamental vocation of watchmaking.
”
After the quartz revolution, and great success with timepiece collections that have now become iconic (including the iconic Happy Diamonds
and Mille Miglia), the company began the process of creating its own mechanical watch calibers in 1996, building a manufacture capable of
producing movements from start to finish. In doing so, co-president Karl-Friedrich Scheufele and his sister, co-president Caroline Scheufele,
took the brand back to its fundamental vocation of watchmaking.
As a result of its new movement making capability, Chopard will use in-house movements for the first time this year in its collectible, limitededition Mille Miglia collection. Raced from 1927 to 1961 as a speed trial on open roads, the Mille Miglia has now become a rally. One of the
original goals of the race, which began in 1927, was to stimulate the popularity of motor
vehicle use in Italy. Today, it is a scenic 1,000-mile race in Northern Italy from Brecia to
Rome and back. This year, 430 classic cars took place in the four-day race.
For Chopard, the Mille Miglia is a family adventure. Karl-Friedrich Scheufele is a
collector of historical cars and a keen competitor in classic rallies. He enlists his own
vehicles in this legendary race and drives them himself, alternatively accompanied
by his wife or his good friend Jacky Ickx as co-driver. His father, Karl Scheufele III,
now chairman of Chopard, also regularly takes part in the competition. This personal
connection between the brand and one of the most well-known historical car races in the
world dates back to 1988. It was then that Chopard became a partner of the event, a role
it has maintained ever since, and it has since also become the official timekeeper.
Each year, Chopard produces a special-edition Mille Miglia timepiece to commemorate
the race. This year’s model is equipped with an in-house movement, the Chopard automatic
Caliber 01.08-C. The dial has a power reserve indicator reminiscent of a petrol gauge, along
with a Rossa Corsa red dial — one of the famous racing colors — and oversized numerals
evoking typical 1950s dashboards. It is a limited edition of 1,000 in steel and 100 in rose gold.
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From Roman seal rings to the jewels
of the Maharaji, men’s jewelry was the
original form of adornment
As men’s jewelry becomes more mainstream, there is a wider selection of
styles to choose from, made from a greater selection and mix of materials.
Pendants, rings, and cuff links are all growing in popularity, but the
strongest trend in men’s jewelry is bracelets. The trend is being driven
partly by celebrities, including Prince Harry of Britain, whose penchant
for wearing stacks of beaded and leather bracelets on his wrist is well
documented. Bracelets are being worn on either side of the watch, or
mixed together on the non-watch wrist. Stacking a few together is a strong
trend, mixing leather, beaded, metal, and wrap bracelets. The look is no
longer just for casual wear but is acceptable in the boardroom.
Part of the reason for the surge in popularity of men’s jewelry is that,
like women, men have become intrigued by the potential uniqueness of
pieces, with offbeat materials and motifs. Unlike the flash of transparent
gemstones that signifies status in women’s jewelry, men prefer solid
mineralized stones, such as onyx, bloodstone, lapis lazuli, jade, black
diamonds, brown diamonds, labradorite, and even ceramic. Metals
are hammered, woven, twisted, engraved, and blackened, for a more
industrial-chic look, which differentiates it from the high polish of many
women’s pieces.
Motifs include eagles, hawks, dragons, lions, owls — creatures of myth
and masculinity. Just as women’s jewelry conveys a message of style and
tasteful accessorizing, men’s jewelry is a talismanic expression of identity, a
display of power as much as personal style.

Batu black sapphires and
lava cuff links in silver by
JOHN HARDY $695.

Batu 26” black
sapphire and lava
dog tag in silver by
JOHN HARDY $775.

Bracelet in patina silver with
black diamonds by TODD
REED $3,010.
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(From Top) Batu ring with
hematite $495 Classic
Chain ring with black
sapphires $750 all in
silver by JOHN HARDY.

On the cuff
The most longstanding and prolific item of masculine adornment is the cufflink. As a
functional item, the first cufflinks appeared in the 1600s but became widespread only at
the end of the eighteenth century following the evolution of men’s shirts. At that time,
cuffs were secured using ribbons, and these were slowly replaced by pairs of buttons. The
modern cufflink was born in the mid-nineteenth century, with men in the middle and
upper classes using them to attach their highly starched shirt cuffs.
The 1960s trendy London scene brought a new male fashion awareness, exemplified
by the Carnaby Street dandies, among them Mick Jagger, and cufflinks became a creative
part of masculine outfits. But, alas, the simpler fashions of the later Woodstock generation
caused the near disappearance of the cufflink.
In the 1990s, they made a comeback, and this renaissance continues today. Although
functional, cufflinks now express the personality of the wearer and exude elegance and
refinement. These minor works of art may range from whimsical to solemn, from simple to
elaborate, from inexpensive to luxurious.

(From Left) Gourmette link
bracelet $635, Square
link bracelet $895 all in
silver by JOHN HARDY.

Cufflinks in silver with gemstone
and enamel accents by DEAKIN
& FRANCIS. Propellors $540,
Motorcycles $490, Bull & Bear $570,
Skulls with movable jaws $1,060.

(From Left) Black jade and black
diamonds in patina silver $8,140,
Raw diamond cubes in silver with
18K yellow gold accents $4,400,
Black diamonds in patina silver
and palladium $3,520 all by
TODD REED.
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exceptional automobiles

488 GTB

Forty years after the unveiling of Ferrari’s first ever mid-rear-engine V8
Berlinetta, the 308 GTB, the Prancing Horse opens a new chapter in its
8-cylinder history.
The 488 GTB name marks a return to the classic Ferrari model designation.
The 488 in its moniker indicates the engine’s displacement, while the GTB
stands for Gran Turismo Berlinetta. The new car not only delivers unparalleled
performance, it also makes that extreme power exploitable and controllable
to an unprecedented level even by less expert drivers.
An exceptional engine and sophisticated aerodynamics combined with
refined vehicle dynamic controls radically improve the already razorsharp responsiveness of Ferrari’s road cars to near-track level.
Ferrari drew on its experience in both F1 and GT racing, in which
the 458 holds the WEC title and has won its category in two editions
of the 24 Hours of Le Mans. The 488 also exploits to the full the knowhow gleaned by Ferrari engineers over the last decade through the XX
Program, which makes extreme track-only cars available to test-drivers.
This 3902 cc power unit is the Prancing Horse’s most high performance
engine ever with zero turbo lag and a unique, seductive soundtrack. It
delivers 670 cv at 8,000 rpm with a specific power output of 172 cv/l,
a new record for a road-going Ferrari, maximum torque of 760 Nm in
seventh gear and a throttle response time of just 0.8 seconds at 2,000 rpm
in third gear. Consequently, the 488 GTB sprints from 0 to 100 km/h in
3 seconds flat and from 0 to200 km/h in just 8.3.

THE NEW FERRARI WONDER

These superb performance figures are the result of a focus on achieving
maximum efficiency across the board. In terms of combustion, this means
new specially shaped high-tumble intake ports combined with 200-bar
direct fuel injection. The new 488 GTB’s V8 also has an ion-sensing
system which measures ionizing currents to control ignition timing and
adaptively predict misfires, as well as a multi-spark function.
Mechanical efficiency is guaranteed by an oil pump that supplies oil
either at high pressure or low pressure. Cylinder heads with roller finger
followers reduce the power absorbed by the valve train by 10 percent
at low revs thanks to reduced friction. The use of flat-plane crankshaft
architecture guarantees maximum compactness, lower mass and helps
improve the engine’s internal fluid-dynamics.
Numerous components contribute to the powertrain’s exceptional
response times. In the 488 GTB, the twin Turbo are on ball-bearingmounted shafts to reduce friction, and the compressor wheels are in
TiAl, a low-density titanium-aluminum alloy, which, thanks to its
lower inertia, ensures maximum spool-up speed. In addition, twin-scroll
technology directs the exhaust gases from each cylinder through separate
scrolls and increases the efficiency of the exhaust pulses for maximum
power.
As the revs rise, the 488 GTB V8’s soundtrack increases in volume
and clarity, in line with the increase in power. Pivotal to the sound in
the cabin are the exhaust headers with longer, equal-length tubing and
the flat-plane crankshaft. The soundtrack was further enhanced by an indepth study of the harmonics and tonality at different engine speeds.

Extreme performance for extreme driving thrills.

To turn the 488 GTB’s extreme power
into
unadulterated
driving
pleasure
regardless of conditions, Ferrari drew on the
vehicle dynamics experience it has built up in
competition and through its laboratory cars
on the various circuits worldwide.
The gearbox features specific ratios to
make the most of the engine’s incredible
torque. Variable Torque Management
delivers increasing amounts of torque up through the gears. As a direct
result of these solutions, the 488 GTB delivers track-style gear-shifting:
it takes just 6 seconds to go from standstill in first to the limiter in fourth
gear.
The evolved version of Ferrari’s Side Slip Control System, SSC2, is more
precise yet less invasive, analyzing various parameters to boost longitudinal
acceleration out of corners by 12 percent (in the Race and CT Off Manettino
positions). Aside from just integrating with the car’s F1-Trac and E-Diff,
the SSC2 now also controls the active dampers, rendering the car’s dynamic
behavior during complex maneuvers even flatter and more stable.
The 488 GTB’s excellent dynamics are due in part also to the SCM 3
magneto rheological damping system, which has a faster ECU to modify
the magnetic field in the dampers, as well as three new sensors on the car
body. This all translates into a feeling of greater body control with better
bump absorption. The latest evolution of the ESP guarantees even more
efficient ABS intervention in low-grip situations.
Thanks to the new Brembo Extreme Design braking system, the 488
GTB’s stopping distances are 9 percent shorter than the previous model.
Derived from the LaFerrari, the brakes also have new calipers that allow
optimal cooling under extreme driving. They also feature new materials
that ensure they reach optimal operating temperature faster and are
more durable.
Aerodynamic solutions derived from Maranello’s experience on
the track augment down force without increasing drag, resulting in an
efficiency figure of 1.67, a record for a road-homologated Ferrari. Down
force is 50 percent higher than on the previous model despite drag being
reduced.
The front of the car is dominated by the central Aero Pillar and an F1inspired double spoiler, which boost the efficiency of both the radiator
and down force generation.
The
488
GTB
has
an
innovative
a e r o d y n a m i c
underbody
that
incorporates
vortex
generators,
special
curved
aerodynamic
appendages
which
accelerate
the
air
thereby
reducing
pressure. The result
is that the car’s

underbody is sucked down to the ground and
down force is higher but drag is not. This
contributes to overall down force generation
of 325 kg at 250 km/h.
The large rear diffuser has curved fences
which optimize the expansion of the huge
amount of air channeled under the car. It also
features variable flap geometry controlled by
a CPU, integrated with other vehicle control
systems, which adjusts the balance between increased down force (flaps
closed) and drag reduction (flaps open).
The Ferrari-patented blown spoiler is a new solution. Air enters an
intake at the base of the rear screen and exits via the bumper. This
guarantees increased down force and avoids having to extend the height
of the rear spoiler, helping to keep drag low.
The base bleed air intakes on the car’s sides are divided by a central
flap. The flow over the upper part of the flap, which is also used for the
engine air intake, is deflected and exits from the tail area to reduce the
drag caused by the low-pressure wake directly behind the car. The flow
from the lower part of the flap goes to the intercoolers to cool the intake
charge.
Designed by the Ferrari Styling Centre, the 488 GTB features very
sculptural flanks, which are the key to its character. Its large signature air
intake scallop is a nod to the original 308 GTB and is divided into two
sections by a splitter.
The front is characterized by the dual grille opening, which channels
air into the two radiators. There is also a double front spoiler, which,
on close inspection, looks very like those of the F1 single-seaters. At
the center two pylons are combined with a deflector which channels air
towards the flat underbody. The bonnet has a pronounced raised central
section and two side channels. These channels have the dual function of
making the car look more sporty and channeling the air from the two
vents in the bumper which have been skillfully hidden from sight in the
front view to keep the lines clean.
The tail is dominated by the blown spoiler and the large air vents
which help improve the car’s aerodynamics. The new exhaust tailpipes
have been repositioned to accommodate the greater height required for
the diffuser. The overall result exudes a sense of power and performance.
A new color, Rosso Corsa Metallizzato, was developed to underscore
this model’s supremely
sporty character as well
as its unique elegance
and exclusivity. Seen
at close quarters, it
has a surprising depth
and glossiness achieved
by using a triple-layer
formulation in which
millions of microparticles are suspended
in the paint.
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007

C A R O L

The Omega

Seamaster is

Omega’s New

the timepiece of

choice for James

Bond, and the latest

edition is cued to the

upcoming film, SPECTRE.

The best thing about the release of a new
James Bond film is the imminent release of
a new Omega James Bond timepiece. For
more than two decades, Agent 007 has
preferred some version of the Omega
Seamaster, custom made for him by
Omega. The Omega James Bond watch
franchise began with GoldenEye in
1995 — concurrent with the revival
of mechanical watchmaking. It was
specially equipped with a laser beam that
allowed Pierce Brosnan to cut through
a metal sidecar, freeing him from a train
where he was being held captive.
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double omega
Daniel Craig as James Bond favors an
Omega Seamaster timepiece.

Seven films later, the Omega Seamaster has built a
reputation as the Bond watch of choice — and a collectors’
favorite. (NB: Rolex has appeared in nine James Bond films,
so there is a record to beat). To commemorate the upcoming
film, SPECTRE (the 24th in the James Bond series), Omega
is launching a limited-edition Seamaster Aqua Terra 150M.
The oscillating weight of the movement is shaped like a gun
barrel, and the dial is decorated with a pattern that repeats a
Bond family coat of arms. The coat of arms is also found near
the tip of the yellow central seconds hand.
The Seamaster Aqua Terra 150M James Bond watch is
simply a really great every-day watch. The blue dial is de
rigueur in terms of trends, and the steel case and bracelet are
solid. It contains an elite movement, the Master Co-Axial
Caliber 8507, which is resistant to magnetic fields greater than
15,007 gauss — normally it’s 15,000, but 007 is a reference to
Bond. Also, it is a limited edition of 15,007 pieces.
Collectors take note: A few years ago, Antiquorum sold
two original Omega watches worn by Daniel Craig in Casino
Royale — a Seamaster sold for $49,500, and a Planet Ocean,
for $177,140. Another collector nabbed a Seamaster worn by
Pierce Brosnan in Tomorrow Never Dies for $57,680.

The limited-edition Omega Seamaster
Aqua Terra commemorates the new
Bond film, Spectre, starring Daniel
Craig. $7,350.
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5

Watchmaking
Wonders

1

Top
Trends

C A R O L

B E S L E R

Today’s luxury timepieces are designed to stand the test of time, with
increasingly maintenance-free mechanical movements and cases made of
precious metals and space-age materials. Because it is made to last, there
is always a classic, timeless element to the design of a luxury timepiece.
However, several trends and style developments are revealed each year
at the two main watch fairs in Switzerland, Baselworld and the Salon
International de la Haute Horlogerie. Some of these trends are nuanced
variations on previous designs, and others represent innovations that push
the boundaries of craftsmanship and technology. Here are five trends that
are currently shaping the modern mechanical watch industry.

1. In-House Movements
When it was announced that ETA, the world’s largest producer of Swiss watch parts
and movements, would cease supply of watch parts to its Swiss rivals by the year
2020, the entire Swiss watch industry took it as a body blow. Now, just a few years
from the deadline, many watchmakers have stepped up research and production of
proprietary, in-house movements. Originally an art reserved for the exceptionally
few who were willing to pay for the exclusivity, smaller watchmakers have tackled
the task and created a whole new buzz in the Swiss watch arena.

<

Golf Master Co-Axial with
black dial and stainless
steel case and bracelet by
OMEGA $6,000.

>

Heartbeat Moonphase
with silver dial, stainless
steel case and blue alligator
strap by FREDERIQUE
CONSTANT $6,500.

>

<

Slimline Moonphase
with silver dial and
black alligator strap
by FREDERIQUE
CONSTANT $3,695.

Patravi EvoTec with black dial,
vulcanized rubber and stainless steel
case on stitched calf strap by CARL F.
BUCHERER $9,900.
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2. Mixed Materials
Watches are no longer made of just one material. Historically, luxury
watches were made of gold, and then stainless steel began to dominate the
industry in the late 1980s. Today, timepieces are just as likely to be made of
titanium, ceramic, carbon, or a combination of these materials, mixed with
stainless steel or gold.

<

Slimline in titanium with 18K rose gold
accents on brown alligator strap by
FREDERIQUE CONSTANT $3,750.

>

Grand Prix de Monaco
Historique with case in
titanium, steel and 18K rose
gold on leather racing strap
by CHOPARD $8,950.

>

Speedmaster “Dark Side of the Moon” with case in black ceramic
and coated nylon strap by OMEGA $12,000.

>

Ladymatic with diamond
bezel and markers and case
in stainless steel with ceramic
accents by OMEGA $17,200.
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Opposite Page:
Freelancer Piper Edition chronograph with black
dial and perforated strap $3,495.

3

3. Adorned and Decorated
Today, it takes more than a supercomplication to constitute excellence in
watchmaking. The decoration and finish
of a luxury timepiece have become as
important as the mechanics on the inside.
Master craftsmen spend hundreds of hours
executing the finish on a watch, using
the so-called métiers d’art: enameling,
gemsetting, marquetry, and engraving.

Deco Day with gray
mother of pearl dial,
diamond bezel and
markers in stainless
steel with gray textured
leather strap by
MICHELE $1,875.

>

<

Heartbeat with
diamonds in stainless
steel by FREDERIQUE
CONSTANT $4,195.

>

Happy Sport with
diamonds in stainless
steel by CHOPARD
$19,410.

<

Imperiale with diamonds
in stainless steel by
CHOPARD $16,340.
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For men who don’t
need GPS
to know where they stand.

Saxon One
It’s our rough edges that testify real character.
The Saxon One with its bold, timeless design lends this conviction
a new form: elegant, dynamic, distinctive. And created with exactly that
perfection which has made the predicate “Made in Glashütte” into
a world-famous promise of quality.
Saxon One · sweep minute stop chronograph · 6420-04

MADE FOR THOSE WHO DO.

TO OBTAIN FURTHER INFORMATION IN NORTH AMERICA, PLEASE CONTACT
Tutima USA, Inc. • 1-888-4-TUTIMA • info@tutimausa.com • www.tutima.com

<

Jasmine with silver dial in stainless steel
with 18K rose gold plated accents by
RAYMOND WEIL $1,495.

>

Happy Sport with diamonds in
stainless steel and 18K rose gold by
CHOPARD $27,340.

<

Healy Limited Edition chronograph
with green dial, 18K rose gold plated
case and brown leather racing strap by
FREDERIQUE CONSTANT $3,295.

<

Heartbeat with
diamonds, 18K rose
gold plated case
and alligator strap
by FREDERIQUE
CONSTANT $4,400.

4

>

Imperiale with gray mother
of pearl dial and satin
strap in 18K rose gold by
CHOPARD $16,110.

4. The Rose Gold Effect
The softer, pinkish hue in gold is coming to the
forefront from jewelry to accessories and even as a
more popular choice of finish for personal electronics.
The trend is so well established that it is becoming
more of a staple rather than an alternative. Whether
as a standalone or even as an accent, rose gold provides
an up to date contrast for a bit more character and an
extra level of richness and warmth.

>

Aqua Terra GMT Co-Axial
chronometer with case in
stainless steel and 18K rose
gold on alligator strap by
OMEGA $10,500.

<

Aqua Terra with diamonds and
mother of pearl dial in stainless
steel and 18K rose gold by
OMEGA $18,600.
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5. Blue Dials
The hottest trend in watch dials is blue, in every shade and
hue. The color is at its best next to white or silver (the
same reason that, in jewelry, blue sapphire is usually set into
white gold, platinum, or silver). Blue dials usually go hand
in hand with steel, platinum, or white gold cases, which
makes the blue dials pop, but can warm up nicely to the
richness of yellow or rose gold as well.

>

Patravi ScubaTec in
stainless steel and 18K
rose gold by CARL F.
BUCHERER $11,800.

<

Alpiner chronograph
in stainless steel by
ALPINA $2,850.

<

Classic Manufacture World Timer in
stainless steel with blue alligator strap by
FREDERIQUE CONSTANT $4,195.

>

DeVille Hour Vision
benefitting Orbis
International in stainless
steel with alligator strap
by OMEGA $7,200.

>

Seamaster Planet Ocean GMT in
stainless steel by OMEGA $8,100.
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ACCURACY TAKEN TO NEW DEPTHS

PATRAVI SCUBATEC
Discover the world 500 meters below
its surface. The Patravi ScubaTec diver’s
watch offers a multi adjustable clasp
and an automatic helium release valve
to ensure ultimate comfort and worry
free equalization of pressure. Created
with the highest grade of stainless
steel, its rugged ceramic bezel and blue
illuminated hands and dial markers
ensure perfect readability, even at the
deepest depths.
BOUND TO TRADITION – DRIVEN BY INNOVATION

WWW.CARL-F-BUCHERER.COM

